
SESSION 5 – TEACHING NOTES – Form of recount - Unicorn
newspaper reports and ‘breaking news’
Monday 8th November 2021

Today’s Game – Breaking News

The Objective – to create an oral newsbreak using appropriate language.

Warm up the imagination and get ideas buzzing with this
creative starter that prepares for the rest of the session. A
unicorn, dragon, goblin, troll, mermaid or ogre has been
sighted. One partner is in role as a reporter and the other is in
role as a local eyewitness - someone who has seen the
creature. At half time swap roles and choose a different
creature. The interview takes place with the reporter trying to
find out:

● where and when did it happen;

● what happened;

● detail about the sighting and the creature;

● what everyone did;

● what do people think should be done, etc.
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Padlet – children have a few minutes to complete one or
more ‘post it notes’. The challenge is to write sentences that
might appear in a TV news broadcast about the sighting of a
unicorn, pegasus or some other variety of flying horse. First, we
listen to several short broadcasts about a dragon outbreak and
giants on the rampage in London.

Breaking News - Dragons have been spotted in Wakefield

This is the 6 o’clock news. The main headline today is that
astonishingly dragons have been sighted in Wakefield!

There have been reports that they are burning dustbins with
their ferocious flames. Residents have described them as
“overgrown lizards with wings.” One farmer said it had “burnt
all his crops!”

The police are asking anyone who has seen these terrifying yet
magnificent creatures to get in touch with them immediately.

The fire brigade say that they don’t feel they have enough
fire-fighters to put these fires out. “We are sad to report we
have yet to contain the fires of Wakefield Cathedral.”

Tune in later for further updates.

By Finlay from Southdale CofE Academy April 16th 2020

Breaking News – Giant Emergency

We are interrupting this programme to bring you
breaking news. Giants have been sighted near
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parliament. Police have cordoned off the area but
several giants have tried to walk across the River
Thames. Helicopters have been attempting to stop the
giants by dropping nets on them but the giants seem
impossible to capture. An eyewitness told the news, “I
never thought that I’d see the day when giants walked
the streets of London. It’s a disgrace and they should
be sent back to wherever they came from. They’ve
been very naughty.”

Below are some phrases that may be useful:

We are interrupting this programme..
This morning/ afternoon/ evening…
A report has come in from…
A unicorn has been…
The unicorn was…
There have been reports of…
It was described as
Residents described…
Residents were surprised/ amazed/ delighted/
terrified…
Residents saw/ heard/ noticed/ reported that…
One resident said that…
The police said…
A unicornologist has said that…

Children’s Audio – Objective – to listen attentively, enjoy and reflect on

what makes good writing and performance.

Jotcast activity –
This is aimed at developing a ‘newspaper report’ writing about
the recent sighting of unicorns that has been just been
broadcast on TV news. Pie will read aloud the blogging model
text and the children use sentence starters and structures to
write a newspaper report.
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Unicorn Spotted

Last week, Peyton Paget, 8 years old, saw three

Unicorns foraging for food in Deadman’s Forest.

Peyton, who lives in Tree Cottage on the edge of the

forest, was gathering firewood when she heard the

sound of mighty wings beating. She told the Informer

that when she peered through the trees, she could see

three flying horses each with a silver horn on its

forehead! Peyton went on to tell us that she soon

realised that they had to be a species of flying unicorn.

When ‘The Tale End Informer’ interviewed Peyton

yesterday, she told us that she was still feeling very

excited but also a little bit anxious. She added that,

“Unicorns and flying horses are very rare so to see

three of them close up was amazing.”

Woodland police have warned all locals to be careful

when walking in the forest and to report any sightings

or unusual sounds. Local unicornologist, Dr Pepper, told

us that a gathering of three unicorns may well mean

that they are under threat and everyone should be

alert in case dragons, trolls or ogres are planning to

attack these wonderful creatures.

The Objective – to write sentences suitable for a newspaper report.
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Gallery Challenge –Put a drawing that accompanies your

news article onto the gallery:

Blogging Activity – Write a newspaper report or broadcast
recounting a sighting of a Unicorn in your local area or write
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up your ‘breaking news’ and record it. Ideally, use a newspaper
template to write up and illustrate your newspaper report,
using your own drawings.
Objective – learning to write a newspaper recount radio/ tv broadcast, using an
overall structure and adverbials to organize and provide coherence as well as
bringing specific detail alive by ‘dressing up’ information.

Type of Writing –  recount in form of a newspaper or audio report.

Audio Challenge – If children want to record their own blog
ensure that they have read it aloud a number of times. They
should read it slowly and clearly with expression. This could be
worked on in pairs or threes so that children can develop their
performance.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie
Corbett 2020
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Appendices

a. Breaking News

Pie’s model text example:

We are interrupting this programme to announce that dragons

have been sighted over Salford. At lunchtime, police were

disturbed to see an adult Manchester Ridgeback Dragon

swooping over the city. Local residents have been warned to

keep away from windows as these venomous pests have been

known to smash windows when hungry. Residents have recently

claimed that baby dragons have been seen breaking out of

their shells. The council is concerned that this could lead to

dragon infestation. Further updates on the six o’clock news.

Breaking News - Dragons have been spotted in Wakefield

This is the 6 o’clock news. The main headline today is that

astonishingly dragons have been sighted in Wakefield!

There have been reports that they are burning dustbins with

their ferocious flames. Residents have described them as

“overgrown lizards with wings.” One farmer said it had “burnt

all his crops!”

The police are asking anyone who has seen these terrifying

yet magnificent creatures to get in touch with them

immediately.

The fire brigade say that they don’t feel they have enough

fire-fighters to put these fires out. “We are sad to report we

have yet to contain the fires of Wakefield Cathedral.”

Tune in later for further updates.

Finlay from Southdale CofE Academy April 16th 2020

The challenge for the children could be that a dragon has been
sighted in the local area. They should prepare a report on:

● where has it happened;
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● when did it happen;
● what has happened;
● what has been seen;
● what do people say.

Rehearse the basic structures and grammar before writing:

We are interrupting this programme..
This morning/ afternoon/ evening…
A report has come in from…
A unicorn has been…
There have been reports of…
It was described as
Residents described…
Residents were surprised/ amazed/ delighted/
terrified…
Residents saw/ heard/ noticed/ reported that…
One resident said that…
The police said…
A unicornologist has said that…

Other Examples:

Breaking News – Crocodile Sighted

We are interrupting this programme to bring you
news that a strange reptile has been sighted in
Battersea. Local Battersea residents reported
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this morning that what appears to be an
enormous crocodile has been seen chasing cats
and dogs. Police have yet to be able to detain the
crocodile despite using police dogs. It is believed
that the crocodile must have been living in the
local sewerage system. Police are currently
looking into it. Experts fear that the crocodile
may have been breeding in which case other
crocodiles may be on the loose. Call 10101010 if
you have further news about the Battersea Croc
to report.

There are 3 useful clips on Youtube which show dragons being spotted in
Louisville, America, that make a dramatic addition to any lesson about
dragon hunting. These clips can be accessed here:

- Dragons sighted in skies over Louisville?
https://youtu.be/ae1nMWcllQM

- Dragon sightings on the rise!
https://youtu.be/bOksN4FG18o

- More Dragons sighted in skies over Louisville!
https://youtu.be/_u0eKEYNqhM

On RadioBlogging, an online literacy radio programme I presented in
2020 for families and schools, we used a news bulletin as a model and
children created their own versions. Here is the model that I broadcast:

Breaking News: We are interrupting this programme
to announce that Dragons have been sighted over
Salford. At lunchtime, police were disturbed to see at
least three adult Manchester Ridgeback Dragons
swooping over the city. Local residents have been
warned to keep away from windows as these venomous
pests have been known to smash windows when
hungry….
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Good evening. This is the six o’clock news with Pie
Corbett and the British Fairy Tale Televison. The
Mythical Beast Museum has been closed today due to
an overnight disturbance. Last night strange lights
were seen flashing on and off and locals have reported
that unusual creatures were sighted within the area.
This morning, curator Tom Thumb discovered that
there had been mayhem overnight. He told reporters
that many of the displays had been broken and that
some stuffed animals had been moved whilst other
precious objects were scattered far and wide. Police
discovered a strange hole that had appeared in the
centre of the museum and stated that they were
looking into it.

Wednesday 15th April 2020

Breaking News – Giant emergency

We are interrupting this programme to bring you
breaking news. Giants have been sighted near
parliament. Police have cordoned off the area but
several giants have tried to walk across the River
Thames. Helicopters have been attempting to stop the
giants by dropping nets on them but the giants seem
impossible to capture. An eyewitness told the news, “I
never thought that I’d see the day when giants walked
the streets of London. It’s a disgrace and they should
be sent back to wherever they came from. They’ve
been very naughty.”
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Breaking News

We are interrupting this programme to announce that
Dragons have been sighted over Salford. At lunchtime,
police were disturbed to see at least three adult
Manchester Ridgeback Dragons swooping over the city.
Local residents have been warned to keep away from
windows as these venomous pests have been known to
smash windows when hungry….

Breaking News – Aliens Sighted

We are interrupting this programme to announce that
Aliens have been sighted in Battersea. Last night,
strange lights were seen in the sky over London. Local
Battersea residents reported this morning that tiny
alien figures have been seen riding on the backs of cats
and dogs. Police have yet to be able to detain any of
the aliens and it is not yet known if they are friendly….
Call 10101010 if you see strange lights at night or your
cat seems disturbed!

News Update – TROLL RAMPAGE

We bring you the latest news from Puddletown. Over to
our outside broadcasting unit. Sally – what can you tell
us about the troll outbreak?
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Well Jon, I’m outside the Puddletown Museum where
many locals reported  last night seeing an outbreak of
trolls. Several late night dog walkers clearly disturbed
the trolls as they were sighted rummaging in the bins
outside Joe’s Café. A few nervous locals identified
several trolls running up and down the streets playing
‘kiss me quick’ and ‘knock down ginger’. They were heard
in some streets banging dustbin lids together. By dawn,
there was no sight of the trolls and the police have
begun to search for their lair. This is Sally Bones for
Fairy Tale News Television, reporting from Puddletown.
Back to you in the studio Jon.
‘Six o’clock News – Jack arrested for attacking
Giant’

Good evening. This is the six o’clock news with Pie
Corbett. Jack Lazyloaf was arrested in a dawn raid on
his mother’s cottage. He stands accused of damaging
the giant beanstalk, by cutting it to the ground.
Furthermore, he is accused of robbing the giant’s
castle, stealing the hen that lays golden eggs, a magical
purse and a speaking harp. Evidence has been found
that shows how Jack has been using golden eggs to
raise money to fund his lavish lifestyle. The commander
of Toytown Police stated that Jack was in the frame
for causing grievous bodily harm to the giant. His
Mother told the six o’clock news that Jack was a lovely
boy and wouldn’t hurt a flea.
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b. Newspaper Reports

The ‘breaking news’ work could then be turned into newspaper reports.
The opening paragraph needs to be based on:

When

Who

What

Why

Where

Yesterday (when), budding wizard Mercule Otterham (who), 10

years old, received the top Wizarding Award (what) for

creating the best happiness potion (why) at the World Magic

Championships in Greenland (where).

Last week, wizard hero Henry Puttage, 134 years old, received

a golden trophy for finally trapping the last dangerous Wizard

Troll in his newly invented trap.

There are usually quotes from witnesses in newspaper
reports too. This is when you write down what people say
about an event. Here’s what Mercule the wizard said about
his award:

“This is the best day ever! Receiving this award has

made me super proud,” Mercule told the Wizard Times.

★ You need to use speech punctuation when you write a quote in a
newspaper, just like you do in your stories. To help you
remember where the punctuation goes, use the steps below:

Speech Toolkit
1. Open speech with inverted commas: “
2. Write what the person is saying
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3. Signal the end of the speech with punctuation: usually it’s a
comma but could be ? or ! (depending on what’s been said).

4. Close speech with inverted commas: ”
5. Say who said it. e.g. told, reported, exclaimed, informed, stated,

said.
6. End with a full stop.
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Local Wood Cutter Wins Medal.

Yesterday, Jim Stevenson, 32 years old, was awarded a medal

at a special ceremony in the palace for his bravery last month

when he rescued Little Red Riding Hood from the jaws of a

terrifying Wolf.

Jim, who lives in Tree Cottages on the edge of the forest, is

employed by local timber merchants ‘Log Cabins ‘R Us’ . He

spends most of his time in the forest cutting trees down and

sawing them up.

When ‘The Tale End Informer’ interviewed Jim yesterday, he

told ‘The Informer’ that he was feeling very chipper about

being awarded a medal. ‘I never expected that. I only did what

any ordinary person would have done. It happened last month. I

saw this little girl walking through the forest and was a bit

worried about her safety. We had a chat and she told me that

she was on her way to her Gran’s.’ Jim continued to tell us that,

‘After she had left me, I noticed a wolf following her so I

tracked him down. To my horror, the wolf had gone to a house

and by the time I arrived, I could hear the girl screaming.’

Visibly moved, Jim Stevenson continued to tell the Informer

what happened next. ‘I attacked the wolf with my axe and

managed to save both the Grandmother and the girl.’

Police say that the wolf is a danger so should not be

approached. Currently, they are following a number of leads. It

has been spotted near the farmyard, owned by Farmer Giles.

Footprints have been seen in the dung heap. The police are

looking into it.

Jim Stevenson showed the informer his medal. ‘It was the

proudest moment of my life,’ he said.

c. Diary Entries

To move into diary entries, you could put the children into pairs,
seated back to back. Show them how to make a ‘pretend’
mobile phone call to a friend, based on the idea that one of
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them has just seen a dragon. Let them role-play the
conversation for a minute or two and then swap over roles. This
could be followed by one or two children being hot-seated
about their experiences.

All this talk could be followed by the children in-role, writing
diary entries, letters to friends or even newspaper articles.
Show some simple models of diary entries, letters or news
reports to tune the children into the appropriate style – and use
shared writing to create a class version before the children
write. Here is a model diary text about a dragon sighting.
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Lena Capello’s Diary Monday 12
th

June

This morning Mancini, Simeon and I met a wood dragon while we

were playing by the bridge. Simeon thought that it would be a

good idea if we built a treehouse, up in the trees, so we would

have a place to hide if the goblins tried to attack us while we

were too far away from the house.  We were busy making the

hide when the wood dragon appeared.

At first, the wood dragon was furious but after we explained

what we doing, he became quite friendly. His name is

Marengorm. When I first saw him, I thought that he was part

of the branch because he was camouflaged with all sorts of

leaves, strips of bark and seeds. Mancini recognized him as a

wood dragon immediately because he had made notes in his

journal about a wood dragon called Larengorm.

Marengorm told us that there were lots of elves in the woods

and we should never dance with the elves or eat their food. He

warned us not to go near mushroom rings or any place where

there are trees in a circle. Apparently, elves can be rather

tricky and should not be trusted.

Once we had finished the hide, Marengorm promised that he

would make sure that it was protected from any trolls or

goblins. We are hoping to meet him tomorrow but Mancini

thinks we should not trust him.
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With a year 6 class, we drew up a boxed plan to lead into shared writing
about a dragon sighting.

The plan carried on to list further evidence of a dragon in the local area
and a conclusion. Here is a section of the shared writing, invented with
the class contributing ideas. The main protagonist has just found a
dragon’s claw.
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Notice how to use the margin to make it very clear what is happening in
the text. In the next piece, you can see how we have omitted a whole
section for year 6 but leave in a couple of prompts, ‘On closer
inspection’, ‘make a reference to the setting’ and ‘move on to finding the
3rd piece of evidence’.
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Of course, you can also see the shared writing is pitched at the
right level, above the children’s competence and drawing on
key features such as varying the ways in which sentences begin.

d. Biography and Autobiography

Many biographies are a fairly formal account of a person’s life.
A playful way into this form of writing is to create an
autobiography about a famous dragon hunter. Here is a simple
model text.
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Dr Johansen, dragon hunter

Dr Jonah Johansen was born in 1988. His parents were

famous for their work with elves in the northern

territories. As a child, Jonah attended St Peter’s

Primary School in Salford where he excelled at sport.

Her became a junior world running champion by the age

of 12 years old.

Jonah left school at 16 years as he was eager to begin

his career as a dragon hunter. Jonah travelled round

the country, tracking dangerous dragons. He invented a

dragon net made of elven steel from which no dragon

could escape. Jonah also used deep pits to house

trapped dragons.

Jonah made a vow never to kill a dragon and released

them into the wilds of the North Pole. This involved

the use a customised air ship called ‘Derek the Dragon

Deliverer’. He believed that dragons should be tamed

and in later life opened a research centre into dragon

communication and preservation.

Jonah lived a long life as a famous dragon hunter. He

was often known as Jonah the dragon defeater. In his

later life, Jonah retired to the southern territories

where he lived with a herd of lesser-spotted

tortoiseshell dragons that he trained to help him with

gardening.

Please do not duplicate to pass on, sell or upload these notes
on the internet. This is for your use in your classroom.  © Pie
Corbett 2021
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